
Star Atlas

Project Intro
Star Atlas is a futuristic play-to-earn MMORPG that runs on the Solana blockchain. It is
NFT-compatible, completely decentralized, and integrates with Defi via serum.

Additionally, beyond being a blockchain gaming platform, Star Atlas offers more. It is a realistic
virtual system with different play-to-earn mechanics and a fully functional economy. Also, Star
Atlas borders on science fiction, which is still decades away or only possible in films.

Furthermore, asset ownership is based on NFTs on this metaverse-based virtual gaming
platform. Also, Star Atlas uses the concept of "non-fungible tokens" (NFTs) in its in-game items.
Interestingly, this enables players to own and profit from these one-of-a-kind items. And each of
these items in Star Atlas is on the blockchain.

On the other hand, Star Atlas creators employed Unreal Engine 5 to create the 2620-based
game. This mind-blowing Metaverse game provides players with a unique gaming experience
by fusing traditional core games with blockchain mechanics. Star Atlas is a game that will take
blockchain gaming to another realm.



Smart contracts ensure the transition from basic GameFi mechanics to a high-end interactive
virtual world with in-game scenarios in real-time. And players who venture into space can
communicate, engage in quests, lay claim to the land, and establish societies.

Background Of The Team

Star Atlas is a game that aims to give people more power, according to Michael Wagner (CEO).
And this is possible because the game relies on an interstellar metaverse that uses
next-generation technology.

Furthermore, Tokens, Michael's first invention, offered decentralized financial services to the
legal cannabis industries. And it was during this period that Michael met with the personalities
who are Star Atlas co-founders today.

Interestingly, the team behind Star Atlas has experience working with studios like Electronic Arts
and 1047 Games to develop AAA games. Thus, the desire to make a top-notch game better
than the ones already available on the blockchain in 2020 gave birth to Star Atlas. The game
will allow players to purchase and own ships, land, buildings, and structures, all as NFTs.



Again, the game’s blockchain protocol, Solona, lays the groundwork for a largely serverless
online multiplayer game. And this is with a transaction rate of 50.000 per second. Through this
function, in-game asset transactions occur without a conventional, reliable server.

Between POLIS and ATLAS (native coins), Star Atlas has a market cap of $32 million. And this
is with a player base of more than 95,000. With more than 100,000 players, it has a total asset
value of more than $105 million USDC for the three factions.

In a nutshell, Star Atlas is a Triple-A game, meaning it approaches the level of quality in console
games. It is a game for entrepreneurs, executives, space travel and cryptocurrency enthusiasts,
and video gamers.

Star Atlas Roadmap
There are five phases before the final launch of Star Atlas.

● Phase 1: This is the game concept introduction stage

● Phase 2: During this phase, the focus is on the release of the in-game marketplace

● Phase 3: In Phase 3, a shipyard module will be added, allowing players to view the most
assets.

● Phase 4: The Beta version launches.

● Phase 5: Players can bid on resource-filled containers in a "Salvage Wars" function that
resembles loot boxes.



Note: Star Atlas development is in progress, so some of these phases could get some
modification before the game launches. There could be more information on combat, structure
creation, and other mechanics.

What You Must  Know About Star Atlas Coin - ATLAS and POLIS
Atlas and polis are the game's two native tokens. Additionally, it is estimated that the
governance token POLIS has a market value of $14 million. Also, the value of the payment
token ATLAS is $18 million.

ATLAS and POLIS tokens are the in-game currencies in Star Atlas. The ATLAS token is the
fictitious currency players use to make online purchases and pay for game items. Again, the
theory behind it is similar to that of most cryptocurrencies. Player economies and gameplay
expand with the value of the currency. And by taking on missions within the game, you can earn
Atlas.

Additionally, ships, equipment, crews, parts, buildings, and blueprints are just a few of the
unique in-game items that players can explore. Also, you can vote on significant economic
decisions on the platform using the POLIS.

The current total and maximum supply of ATLAS is 36 billion, but it is an inflationary token that
grows with the game. As more people join the metaverse, ATLAS distribution grows.



Here is a summary of the distribution of the most recent ATLAS:

● 65% for incentives and emissions
● 22.5 percent for personal token sales
● 4% for liquidity/listing pools
● 5% goes to the ATLAS group
● 2% for token sales in public
● 1.5% for general public presale

What are Star Atlas NFTs?
Star Atlas NFTs are one-of-a-kind tokens in your connected wallet. And among these are
weapons, structures, collectibles, usernames, and ships. Once more, you can purchase these
NFTs with the ATLAS token or gain access to them by completing game objectives.

How to Buy and Sell NFTs on Star Atlas

The Solana wallet is necessary to process transactions and keep track of NFT ownership in Star
Atlas. So once you connect your wallet, click "Buy Now" to finish the transaction. You need SOL
in your wallet to pay fees when interacting with the Solana blockchain.

The game includes instructions on how to sell each NFT. You can list your NFTs on the
peer-to-peer Star Atlas marketplace. Once more, you can buy and sell Star Atlas NFTs using
USDC or the game's principal token, ATLAS.

And to earn money, you can stake NFT directly, use it in-game to rank higher or use it to buy
and sell equipment.



Star Atlas’s community
More than 172,000 people are a part of the Star Atlas Discord community. While it has more
than 300,000 followers on Twitter and thousands of users regularly join their Twitter Spaces

Summary
Interaction and the creation of hegemonic political strategies are made possible by Star Atlas.
You can expand your empire in the metaverse by finding resources for mining and trading and
fresh job opportunities. Ride in the spacecraft's cockpit with virtual reality goggles for an
immersive viewing experience.

You establish trade routes, build cities and lands, create local DAOs and factions, and control
the universe's many organizations.


